
SDC studio reopening Precautions procedures for dance classes… 
 

1. Concerns regarding the lobby/waiting area 
 While were limiting the lobby to 10 people or less, we will not necessarily be 

policing the limit, so options are to drop off and pickup dancer or you can you 
can stay in your car in the parking lot and wait for you child as well to avoid 
others in the lobby. 

 Also, please have you child bring a water bottle or the like with them into class 
so they do not have to leave the studio and re-enter the lobby to go the water 
fountain for water and thus limit themselves to increased exposure of waiting in 
the lobby.    
 

2. In Studio Class Procedure's 
 I personally will not be wearing a mask but of course other teachers and 

students are welcome to that as an individual option.   
 Whenever possible, studios, 2, 5 & 3/4 will be used for class so  there will be 

PLENTY of room to spread out in and to "social distance"   
 When traveling across the floor, combinations will travel straight across instead 

of from the diagonal allowing more spacing between dancers and groups.  
Studios waiting their turn can gage their personal space themselves and adjust 
according as well.  

 All Barres, door handles, other surfaces, & floors in the studios will be wiped 
done and mopped nightly.   

 For class doing floor warmup or center work, a personal mat or large towel is 
required, and each dancer is responsible for bringing in their own mat &/or 
towel.   
 

3.  Adult Sign In classes 
 Adults signing in may sign in and immediately enter their designated dance 

rooms if their room is not being occupied, this would decrease the amount of 
people in the lobby while others sign and wait for class.  

 When signing in, adults can slide their own credit card and Mr. Peter will sign a 
signature for them so they do not need to touch the I-pad.   

 During adult sign in times the front door will be left open for fresh air circulation.   
 The sign-in counter will be wiped down with Lysol nightly 
 Hand sanitizer will be placed on the counter as well  


